The 25 Most-Popular Tweeting Physicians in Texas

Jennifer Arnold, MD
Twitter Handle: JenArnoldMD
Houston, Pediatrics
Twitter Bio: New Mommy, Neonatologist, Simulation Educator, and co-star of TLC's The Little Couple. Tweets are meant to be helpful, not prescriptive. #tweetiatrician
Twitter Followers: 94,102
Tweets Sent: 5,848 (as of 1/29/14)

Dr. Sudip Bose
Twitter Handle: docbose
Chicago, Midland-Odessa, Emergency Medicine
Twitter Bio: Emergency Physician, Iraq War Veteran, Professor, Entrepreneur, Public Speaker, TV Correspondent
Twitter Followers: 49,778
Tweets Sent: 296 (as of 1/29/14)

Kris Held, MD
Twitter Handle: kksheld
San Antonio, Ophthalmology
Twitter Bio: Conservative Christian Physician/Patient/Survivor/Wife/Mother of 4 daughters/small biz owner/on a mission to get govt out of medicine/Texan
Twitter Followers: 18,813
Tweets Sent: 12,877 (as of 1/29/14)

Andrew Fryer, MD
Twitter Handle: kidsheartmd
Dallas, Cardiology
Twitter Bio: Pediatric Cardiologist, CranioSacral Therapy, Entrepreneur MD, Social Media, Telemedicine, Trends, Speak English, Spanish & Italian Office 972-238-5437
Twitter Followers: 18,556
Tweets Sent: 11,328 (as of 1/29/14)

Robert L. Satcher, MD
Twitter Handle: Astro_Bones
Houston, Orthopaedic Surgery
Twitter Bio: Former NASA Astronaut. Comments and views expressed here are my own.
Twitter Followers: 17,578
Tweets Sent: 132 (as of 1/29/14)

Bryan Vartabedian, MD
Twitter Handle: Doctor_V
The Woodlands, Gastroenterology
Twitter Bio: Dispatches from the frontline of technology and medicine | Driving digital at Baylor College of Medicine
Twitter Followers: 17,566
Tweets Sent: 20,538 (as of 1/29/14)

Bill Johnson, MD, MMM
Twitter Handle: dallasdrj
Dallas, Internal Medicine
Twitter Bio: Cosmetic Surgery: Specializing in moobs, liposuction, tummy tuck, fat transfer, breast & body surgical sculpture & skin tightening! Good Morning Texas Physician
Twitter Followers: 11,000
Tweets Sent: 5,720 (as of 1/29/14)

Liesa Harte, MD
Twitter Handle: drliesa
Austin, Family Medicine
Twitter Bio: Passionate functional medicine M.D., treating the underlying causes of thyroid, obesity, diabetes, fatigue, digestive, mood, hormones, memory www.DrLiesa.com
Twitter Followers: 8,873
Tweets Sent: 3,967 (as of 1/29/14)
Shalin Shah, MD
Twitter Handle: ShalinJShahMD
Sugar Land, Radiation Oncology
Twitter Bio: Radiation Oncologist interested in Integrative Med. I practice at MD Anderson Cancer Center in Sugar Land, Texas. All Tweets are my own and for education only.
Twitter Followers: 8,407
Tweets Sent: 580 (as of 1/29/14)

Robert L. Satcher, MD
Twitter Handle: ZeroG_MD
Houston, Orthopaedic Surgery
Twitter Bio: Former NASA Astronaut. Comments and views expressed are my own.
Twitter Followers: 7,648
Tweets Sent: 32 (as of 1/29/14)

Naoto Ueno, MD, PhD
Twitter Handle: teamoncology
Oncology
Twitter Bio: Breast Medical Oncologist, Physician Scientist at MD Anderson Cancer Center, Cancer Survivor, IBC, Foodie, Perfume Fan, Avid Traveller
Twitter Followers: 7,627
Tweets Sent: 56,880 (as of 1/29/14)

Elaine Cook, MD
Twitter Handle: drelaines
Texas and Arizona, Dermatology
Twitter Bio: Cosmetic dermatologist; creator of Dr Elaine's Advanced Skin Treatment clinical skin care
Twitter Followers: 7,530
Tweets Sent: 2,718 (as of 1/29/14)

Michael Fisch
Twitter Handle: fischmd
Oncology
Twitter Bio: Dept of General Oncology, MD Anderson Cancer Ctr. Tweets are my own: oncology, palliative care, cardio-oncology, survivorship, pt-experience, and disparities.
Twitter Followers: 6,916
Tweets Sent: 5,522 (as of 1/29/14)

Frank Agullo, MD
Twitter Handle: Agullo
El Paso, Surgery
Twitter Bio: Award winning, Mayo Clinic trained, Board Certified Plastic Surgeon, specializing in body contouring, breast, hair transplant, and facial rejuvenation.
Twitter Followers: 6,654
Tweets Sent: 1,395 (as of 1/29/14)

Doctor Bernard Harris
Twitter Handle: bernardharrisjr
Houston, Family Medicine
Twitter Followers: 6,366
Tweets Sent: 497 (as of 1/29/14)

Luis Saldana
Twitter Handle: Isaldanamd
Dallas, Emergency Medicine
Twitter Bio: CMIO for large health system in N. Texas. ED doc in Dallas. Views my own. Pride makes us artificial and humility makes us real. Thomas Merton
Twitter Followers: 5,643
Tweets Sent: 75,182 (as of 1/29/14)

Colin Son
Twitter Handle: txmed
Texas, Resident
Twitter Bio: Neurosurgery resident, @usccinema grad, writer, cigar smoker, wannabe wonk, chair @texasresidents, travel lover. Fan of @usc_athletics, @spurs & @timbersfc.
Twitter Followers: 5,466
Tweets Sent: 5,989 (as of 1/29/14)
Mary L. Brandt, MD  
Twitter Handle: drmlb  
Houston, Surgery  
Twitter Bio: Pediatric Surgeon  
@TexasChildrens, Professor and Vice Chair, Micheal E. DeBakey Dept of Surgery, Associate Dean of Student Affairs Â @BCMHouston.  
Twitter Followers: 5,009  
Tweets Sent: 8,341 (as of 1/29/14)

Rachael Keilin  
Twitter Handle: grrldoc  
Texas, Surgery  
Twitter Bio: Lap Band & cosmetic surgeon, knitter, wife, mom of two girls, fitness freak, craps lover, beginning rock climber, gun lover, slow runner  
Twitter Followers: 4,886  
Tweets Sent: 6,342 (as of 1/29/14)

Amy Myers, MD  
Twitter Handle: AmyMyersMD  
Austin, Resident  
Twitter Bio: Functional Medicine Physician focusing finding the root cause of illness not treating symptoms with pills. #gluten-free, #autoimmune and #gut are my favorite.  
Twitter Followers: 4,101  
Tweets Sent: 1,927 (as of 1/29/14)

Susan L.  
Twitter Handle: LeukemiaGuide  
Houston, Oncology  
Twitter Bio: I'm a 34 year old oncologist from Houston/Texas specialized in treatment of Leukemia and I'm so happy to meet so many great people here on twitter  
Twitter Followers: 4,070  
Tweets Sent: 5,538 (as of 1/29/14)

A. Jay Burns, MD  
Twitter Handle: AjayBurnsMD  
Dallas, Vascular Surgery  
Twitter Bio: Listed as one of Texas Monthly's Super Doctors since 2005, it's no wonder Dr. Burns plastic surgery practice is well-respected among peers and patients alike.  
Twitter Followers: 4,045  
Tweets Sent: 485 (as of 1/29/14)

J. Kyle Mathews, MD  
Twitter Handle: drjkmathews  
Plano, Obstetrics & Gynecology  
Twitter Bio: Board certified OBGYN devoted to helping women optimize health, wellness, and quality of life. Follow me for the latest information on Urogynecology and more.  
Twitter Followers: 3,217  
Tweets Sent: 327 (as of 1/29/14)

Douglas Won, MD  
Twitter Handle: SpineDrWon  
Dallas, Orthopaedic Surgery  
Twitter Bio: Minimally invasive spine surgeon , Director and Founder of The Minimally Invasive SpineCare. HD SpineScope, least invasive way to treat back pain.  
Twitter Followers: 3,173  
Tweets Sent: 217 (as of 1/29/14)

Rodney Trotter  
Twitter Handle: drtrotter  
Lubbock, Republic of Texas, Pediatrics  
Twitter Bio: Taguchi Technologies LLC, software developer, pediatrician, dad  
Twitter Followers: 3,144  
Tweets Sent: 549 (as of 1/29/14)